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From the Desk of the President- The Carnatic Music Association of North America, Inc 
d/b/a CMANA 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Dated March 06 2021 

 

Dear Esteemed Members and Patrons of CMANA 

I am happy to address you all after two years when we last assembled on July 3 2018 . 2021 also is our 
45th year of your organization. I was elected to the office of the President under a new constitution 
passed on June 20 2016.  The term for each office is 2 years. 

Our programs for 2019 were well received and I would leave it to the secretary for her detailed report 
on the activities we had during that year. 

Unfortunately the year 2020 has had the very familiar story of the Covid 19 situation playing out for the 
whole year and it continues into this year. We do not expect that programming will resume this year and 
most likely any activity if approved by this Members meeting today will be virtual. 

Virtual Programs is a big challenge for CMANA as members juggle between different priorities during a 
weekend and except very few programs do not invoke any interests.  

There are several challenges that your association faces and will continue to face in the light of these 
changed circumstances 

 

Legal/Immigration: The USCIS has increased the Premium Processing fee for applications from $ 1440 to 
$2500 ( 73%). As we have noticed while by nature Premium processing is an optional add on facility, in 
reality it is essential for every visa petition we file for us to get a timely decision ,. Increasingly we are 
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asked to proved the cultural uniqueness of Carnatic Music with certifications from esteemed 
professionals within the American Diaspora. 

 

Increasing Awareness to the Me Too Campaign within the Carnatic Music Community 

 

Sometime in Late 2018 Carnatic Music was hit with a  wide ranging Me Too campaign  which had its 
ripple effect in the United States as well. Your board immediately responded by putting out a 
Harassment Policy on our website and in our Facebook Page. CMANA has neither been approached by 
any complainant nor has witnessed any activity of this nature during the course of its 45 year history. 
We expect that these challenges  continue to exist as the community improves its mechanisms to handle 
any such cases. Your board is prepared for enhancing these policies or reviewing them in a timely 
manner should a need arise in future. A code of Conduct has already been published and all artistes who 
participate in CMANA Tours have to sign these before we start processing papers for Immigration. 

 

COVID-19 and Way Forward 

1- COVID 19 Restrictions will continue to be a big challenge for travel, hosting for the artistes. We 
believe this would be the biggest challenge we will face once international flights are resumed. 
We believe that given these challenges the day when we can assemble in an auditorium for a 
live concert is not anywhere close given that schools are still virtual and auditoriums would be 
hard to obtain till such time the government eases all the restrictions. We believe Live Indoor 
Performance would be allowed only in the last phase of easing. 

 

2- CMANA has since 1976 been a pioneer in ushering in new activities and programs to the 
Diaspora. We therefore believe as we undergo this challenge, we will open “inward” and start a 
new activity that will keep us engaged meaningfully. CMANA Board will start to present US 
Based Artistes- The Second Generation Indian Americans on Concerts . This will immediately 
solve some of the issues that we face with respect to dealing with immigration and hosting 
issues. Our plan is to start this on a National level with 10-20 concerts with which we can then 
partner with Kalakendra to run this to a subscriber base which can be worldwide. This would 
mean that we pay all the stakeholders including musicians . This will be a virtual festival for 2021 
and can be made a regular festival every year subject to us finalizing funding sources for this.  
The Board intends to open up a funding campaign from our members and patrons for this today. 
Interested Members may participate in this fundraiser starting today. CMANA Board plans to 
match these contributions Dollar for a Dollar for such contributions upto $ 10000 from their 
corpus funds. 

 

3- We also believe that in the light of the digital era of concerts, our online tools will need to be 
enhanced/redeveloped. A dedicated CMANA App which can cater to this is under development 
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and will be launched later this year. Our Already existing Music App will be integrated with this 
and more content will be added by end of 2021. We encourage our members to engage with us 
in our Facebook Group and our Youtube page EventsCMANA for active content that gets 
updated periodically. 

 

Timeline of Current Board 

Given the COVID situation and the need to reset its offerings, we do not expect the Elections for the 
next set of office bearers at- least until June 2023. We seek your permission to continue to be in office 
till such time. 

 

In Conclusion 

None of the above would have been possible without the support of my fellow members in the Board 
particularly Mrs Rhama Narayanan- Secretary and Mrs Jana Narasimhan- Treasurer, ably supported by 
Mr Venkat Rajagopal my Vice president. I thank them with the whole of my heart and feel how a good 
team work can help in making big progress to the organization. 

I would be failing completely if I do not place on record the enormous amount of goodwill I had from 
The Past Presidents of CMANA- Sri P Rajagopalan, the Founder President who is 90 and active in India, 
Sri V Ramaswami, Dr P N Aruna and Mr Sankar Narayanan.  

My special thanks to Sri G Jaisankar  for continuing to act as our Financial and Operational Committee 
Member despite their pressing commitments and to Sri A P Sankaran who has continuously been 
monitoring our investments since 2019. 

Appeal 

Last but not the least, we run an operationally tight ship every year. We hope to get this partly funded 
through ticket prices and also by donations from Patrons. Unfortunately, we don’t do annual fund 
raisers as we believe that working one on one with potential donors has far wider impact from our 
operational view. Please keep CMANA in mind during year end and at times when you make a plan for 
giving, CMANA has empowered you with all that we offer with virtually all recordings at your pocket. 
Your dollars can put CMANA ahead of others. 

Thank you and continue to stay safe. 

Som Sowmyan 

President-CMANA 
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